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where G(x) is bounded in B (prove first, using Cauchy's formula, that if - 1 <
and \S(x)\ < it, then
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where L' = L-.i,«. Show next that that formula is still valid for ^eB using (9.4.2)
and express G(x) by an integral along L_i,^ with /? > tt).
(f )   Let H(;c) = E(x)e~ E(x>; show that H is an entire transcendental function such that
lim H(reta) = Q for every real 6 (use (d) and (e); compare with the result of
r-t-t-oo
Problem 3).
 6.	Let /be a complex valued entire function of p ^ 2 complex variables. Show that if
f(al9...9ap) = b9 then for  every r>0,  there  exists   z = (zi, ..., zp)   such  that
£ \2[ __ ak\2 = r2 and/(zi, . . . , zp) = b (use Problem 5(b) of Section 9.10).
 7.	Let /be an analytic mapping of an open subset A c Cp into a complex Banach space E.
A frontier point z0 of A is called a regular point for /if there is an open neighborhood V
of z0 and an analytic mapping of A u V into E which coincides with /in A. A frontier
point of A is said to be singular for /if it is not regular.
(a)	Let R < +00 be the radius of convergence (Section 9.1, Problem 1) of a power
series /(z)=£ tfnz" of one complex variable. There is at least one point z0 such that
n
|z0j = R which is a singular point for/ (Otherwise one could cover the circle \z\ — R
with a finite number of open balls B* whose centers hk are on that circle, and such that
in each open set B(0; R) u Bfc there is an analytic function fk coinciding with / in
B(0; R). Show that for any two indices h, k for which B/, n B* ^ 0,fh and/* coincide
in BAnBjt, using (9.4.2), and conclude from (9.9.1) and (9.9.2) that the radius of
convergence of ^ anzn would be >R.)
n
(b)	With the notations of (a), suppose an ^ 0 for every n. Show that the point z = R
is singular for/. (One may suppose R = 1. Let eiCL be a singular point for/; then for
0<r< 1, the radius of convergence of the power series ^f(n)(reia)znjn\ is exactly
1 - r (9.9.1). Observe that |/("W)| ^/(n)(r), and use (9.1.2).)
(c)	With the notations of (a), suppose R = 1 . Let b, c be two real numbers such that
0<b<lt c—l — b, and let p be an integer ^\. In order that the point z = 1 be a
singular point for/ it is necessary and sufficient that the Taylor series ^
for the function g(u) =f(bup + cup+1) have a radius of convergence equal to 1 . (Observe
that if \u\^ 1, \bup + cup+1\ ^ 1, and that the two sides of the last inequality can only
be equal for u = 1. The proof for the necessity of the condition has to use (10.2.5), in
order to show that there is in the neighborhood of z = 1 an analytic function h(z) such
that z = g(h(z)) in that neighborhood.)
(d) Suppose (with the notations of (a)) that an = 0 except for a subsequence (nk)
of integers such that nk+1 > (1 + d)nk for every k, where 0 > 0 is a fixed number.
Show that every point z0 on the circle |z| = R is a singular point for / (" Hadamard's
gap theorem"; the circle |z| = R is called a natural boundary for/). (One may suppose
R= 1. Use criterion of (c), taking p>l/69 and let g(u)-= f^dnun be the Taylor
n = 0
development of g at u = 0. By assumption, for given e > 0 there is a subsequence (mj)
of integers such that ||awj|| ^ (1 - s)mj (Section 9.1, Problem 1). On the other hand
the function F(w) =£ (bup + cuf+1)mj =£ enun has u « 1 as a singular point, by (b),
J	n
hence there is a subsequence (qi) of integers such that

